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Abstract 

The experimental facilities at the AGS utilize many 

miles of cable trays arranged in multiple vertical tiers 

around each building. The trays are filled with various 

types of control, signal, and power cables. This inves

tigation;was carried out to determine the potential for 

cable burning and flame propagation in these trays. 

Various cable manufacturers were contacted and visited 

and a number of tests were performed at BNL. The BNL 

tests Simulated, in many cases, the exact configurations 

. which exist in our installationo On. the whole, the cables 

and configurations used at the AGS do not present a fire 

hazard .. 

I. Introduction 

. In order to determine the possibilities of a major fire being 

spread throughout the AGS experimental facility by burning cables in 

trays, an investigation has been made into this subject. The manu

facturers of all the types of power cables used were contacted or 

visited. Tests were performed on each variety of power cable installed. 

Various cable manufacturers' reports and catalog information were 

studied. 

This report will describe our findings, results and conclusions. 

II. Description of Facility 

The Target Building, East Building and East Experimental Building 

Addition (EEBA) of the AGS experimental area encompass a space approxi

mately 135,000 square feet in area and about 50 ft high (Fig. 1). The 

floor is extensively loaded with equipment relating to the experimental 

program with the major portion of the contents of the Target Building 

consisting of concrete shielding. To support the beam transport equip

ment, large numbers of power supplies with high current capability are 

used to energize the various types of dipole and quadrupole magnets used 

in the beam lines. 
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The 460 V, 3 phase, ac power for these power supplies is dis

tributed through a series of open top, ladder bottom, trays mounted 

in multiple tiers on the building walls about 30 ft· off the floor. The 

dcfeedsto the magnets run, from the power supplies, throughout these 

buildings, partially in wall-mounted trays, but priinarily running on 

the floor or in trenches, with or without trays. 

The most common size of power supply has a 450 kW rating and 

each leg of the dc requires up to seven 535.3 MCM cables, a possible 

total of fourteen cables per magnet. In many cases, the power supply 

may be hundredS of feet from the magnets, requiring long runs of cable. 
I 

The ac is fed to the power supplies from key-interlocked disconnect' 

switches which are called "Royal Boxes." The' major watl~mounted tray 

installations utilize 1000 MCM cable to supply the "Royal Boxes. "The 

ac distribution to the power supplies is made with 535.3 MCM cable, 

usually with six 535.3 MCM cables per power supply. 

III. Description of Cable Installations 

The buildings are oriented in a north-south direction and the 

descriptions will refer to the building walls by their orientation, e.g., 

"the west wall of the Target Building." 

A. The Target Building was the first structure completed for 

experimental use. It straddles the main magnet ring and represents 

the only portion of the AGS ring where heavy concrete shielding is 

used instead of earth shielding. The four walls of the building have 

about 8 - 10 horizontal trays, stacked vertically about 30 ft off the 

floor. Some trays are loaded with 1000 MCM neoprene-jacketed cable, 

some incidental small diameter neoprene-jacketed cables and 535.3 MCM 

neoprene-jacketed cables. The cable insulation under the neoprene, on 

the large diameter, is code rubber (natural or synthetic rubber meeting 

IPCEA-NEMA specifications). The 1000MCM power cables are arranged 

either in a triplex configuration, three cables laid in a triangle shape, 

Fig. 2, or are laid side by side. The 535.3 MCM cables are laid side 

~, 
\ ' 
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by side.;·and;thE:vcontrol cables are generally arranged in a,parallel 

Other trays are loaded with various coaxial and control 

cables. 

Cables which feed the transport magnets are 535.3 MCM cable, 
.;tYr:' 

" " . . . ",:, " ,~. '. 

neoprEme-jackeied,withcable insulation of cOde rubber, but some more 

newly installed ~~bl~s' have~ EPR inshl~tion(ethylene-propylene rubber) 

under the neoprene. These 535.3 MCMcables are mostly installed in floor 

trays or floor trenches~ 

B. The East Building has, on the average, five trays high on the 

east and north walls and about three high on the south and west wa lls, 

about 30 ft off the floor. Here, again, control and power cables are 

sepaiated in' different trays. The 1000 MCM cab lesare all in the wall 

trays. Some 535.3MCM cables are in wall trays, but most' of it is in

stalled on the 'floor or in trenches. This 535.3MCM is a mixture of 

'neoprene over code rubber and neoprene over EPR. On the north wall on 

the east side, there is a tray installation carrying large numbers of 

coaxial cables in the computer complex outside the north wall. This 

tray goes around a roll-up door. 

On ,the east wall, on the outside, are a series of trays with 

1000 MCM cables with cross-linked polyethylene insulation. Periodically, 

these cables enter the building, above the inside tray instailation and 

then drop down to the input of the "Royal Boxes." 

C. The East Experimental Building Addition (EEBA) w.as added to 

the experimental area as part of the Conversion Program. This building 

is approximately 150 ft by 350 ft with a roof height of about 60 ft to 

the p~ak. Its utilization and contents are similar to the Target and 

. East Buildings • 

With respect to cables and cable trays, the only difference 

in EEBA is the use of 1000 MCM cross-linked polyethylene cable for the 

primary distribution of 460 V, 3-phase, ac to the "Royal Boxes." This 

cable is installed in wall trays about 30 ft off the floor, with the 
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horizontal tray runs containing six cables arranged in two triplex con

figurations. The triplex groups consist of three cables in a triangular 

geometry •.. The two groups of c;ab1es in each 12-in. tray are separated 

by about 6 in. center to center. There are 1,lp to nine tiers of trays. 

The feeds ,to the, "Royal Boxes" drop down in vertical trays 

and, on these vertical runf!., ,thecable~ are laid flat in the tray. The 

cable is Okonite X-olene arid the only filler in the cross-linked poly

ethylene is carbon black. 

All other cables in the building are neoprene-jacketed 535.3 

MCM cables or control and signal cables in separate trays. 

IV. Description of Cables 

The bulk of the cable installed in the experimental area is 535.3 

MCM neoprene-jacketed cable. This cable is used to connect the ac, 3-phase, 

460 V power source to the power supplies and to connect the dc from the 

power supplies to the magnets. Since the physical setup of the experi

mental beams is changed as the experiments are changed, there is no 

permanent layout and frequent rewiring of the syste1;ll takes place. For 

this reason a very flexible stranding is used in the 535.3 MCM cables. 

It contains 1325 strands (nominally) of #24 copper wire. The flexibility 

makes handling and rewiring simpler. These cables can be bent readily on 

a l2-in. diameter. These installations are all considered temporary. 

Early installations used neoprene over code rubber and later in

stallations use neoprene over EPR. Neoprene was chosen initially for its 

very good abrasion resistance. Many of our cables are laid on the floor 

and are subject to pedestrian and vehicular traffic. There are no 

jacketing materials, other than neoprene, on any of the 535.3 MCM cables. 

The 1000 MCM cables are tray mounted only, on the building walls. 

These conduct the 460 V, 3-phase, ac power to the distribution boxes. 

These setups are considered permanent. The requirement on flexibility 

is not present here and the stranding consists of 61 strands. This cable 

is quite stiff, but is acceptable for a one-time installation. Except 
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as noted earlier, the 1000 MCM cable in the Target and East Buildings is 

, all neoprene jacketed. In' EEBA.,' the 1000'McM cable' fs insulated"with 

cross -linked polyethylene. " . 

Multiconductor cables for light power and control purposes are now 

procured as per AGS Specification #587. : The irisuhtl(jfl on conductors is 

polyvinyl chloride with a nylon jacket, a mylar' tape wrap and polyvinyl 

chioride outer jacket. The specification requires that the cable pass a 

vertical flame test as given by the 'IPCEA' (Insulated Power ,Cable Engineers 

Ass'n.) 

V. The Fire Problem 

The first ideas on fire protection of the experimental area involved 

an overall sprinkler system. Further examination indicated that, not only 

would this be very expensive, but it would t:tot be efficient in extinguishing 

fires. The sprinkler heads would have to be located above the crane and 

would then be far enough from the floor that a fire would have to be ex

tremely large to set off the heads. Because of this, it was decided to 

protect sources of combustible materials on the floor and to protect the 

cable trays as a separate item. The major sources of fuel in the buildings 

at this time are trailers, wooden decking and stairs ~md experimental setups. 

The trailers are being protected by Halort 1301 systems inside, and external 

sprinklers on top. The hazardous experimental setups will have local 

sprinkler protection and the wooden decks and stairs have largely been 

replaced by metal assemblies. 

At first it was thought that the cable trays could ,be protected 

by sprinklers mounted on the walls, but further investigation indicated 

that, in multiple tier trays, there is a problem if the fire is in the 

lower trays. There is no simple way to mount the, heads to cover all po

tential fires. 

The next step in the investigation was to examine the types of 

cables used and their actual fire potential. If it could be demonstrated 

that a cable array was nonpropagating and self""extinguishing, under the 
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COllditions present in our installation thell the need for separate protec

tion of the cable trays vanishes. 

VI. Types of Flame Tests 

There are many different flame tests used by,var10us manufacturers, 

users and government agencies to determine the resistance of a cable or 

cable array to flame propagation. ~fforts are under way by the IEEE and 

the Underwriters Laboratory to try to develop a standard test. Unfortu

nately, there are so many parameters involved that it is difficult to 

establish a "standard" test which will serve to answer all. possible ques

tions. 

The parameters which come into play include: 

1. type of insulation, jacket, tape, armor, fillers, etc. 

2. size of conductor 

3. density of packing in the tray 

4. arrangement and orderliness of packing in the tray 

5. size and type of tray 

6. orientation of the tray, vertical or horizontal 

7. environment, air flow, draft, chimney effects, etc. 

8. type, temperature and duration of ignition source. 

Some of the tests used try to duplicate an exact set of environ

mental conditions. Others attempt to reproduce a standard set of condi

tions from which general conclusions may be established. A brief 

description of some of these 'tests are given below. 

A. IPCEA Vertical Flame Test 6.19.6 (Insulated Power Cable 

Engineers Assln.) 

In this test the specimen is held vertically in a prescribed 
o 

test chamber. A Tirrell burner with a pilot li$ht is mounted on a 20 

angle block. The fuel is illuminating gas at normal pressure. A paper 
, I 

flag is attached to the specimen 10 in. above the spot where the inner 

blue core of the f lame is app lied. The burner is cyc led on 15 seconds 

, . 

(' 
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and off 15 secon4s for 5 cycles. If more than 25% of the extended por

tion' of the paper flag is burried, the specimen has failed the test. 

'B. Bureau of Mines Test - Horizontal 

. " 0 .'. 
The specimen is heated to 400 F conductor temperature by 

passing a current eq.ual to 5 t'imes its rating through it. At this time, 

~Ti~reii burner'TNith natural gas fuel, adjusted for a 5-in.flame 

height, 3-in. inIlercore is placed under the cable. After one minute, 

the current: and ignition sout-ceare turned off. ' A cable fails this test 

if the burned area exceeds 6 in. or if afterburn exceeds 4 minutes. 

c. .Oil Buc~t Test. - Hori·zontal 

A' five gallon bucket of, transformer oil is placed with the 

oil surface 6 in •. below the tray. The tray is loaded with one layer of 

cable spaced a half-diameter. The oil is ignited with a torch and the 

time is recorded to electrical failure. The fire in the bucket is then 

extinguished and the time for the cable fire to extinguish and the propa

gationdistances are noted. In this, and the f6l1owingtests, failure is 

'determined from the customer t S requirements. 

D. Fisher Burner Test - Vertical 

This test is similar to "Att except the burner is a Fisher 

burner and the flame is left on continuously for 20 minutes. No flag is 

used but the time to cable failure , duration of afterburn and length of 

burn are recorded. 

E. Ring Burner Test - Vertical 

The sample is free hung, vertically, and a ring burner with 

a 4~tI i.d. and 22 flame apertures is adjusted for a 4.5 liter/minute 

gas flow and all blue flame. The time to electrical failure is noted, 

.and the burner flame is extinguished. Time of afterburn and propagation 

are recorded. 

F. Oil-Soaked Burlap - Vertical 
{ 
'-_. A, 24tl X 24" ,piece of burlap is soaked in transformer oil and 

wrung out for a retention of ',a.bout 2~ oz of oil. This is fastened to the 
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cables arranged in ,one layer in a tray with a half-cable diameter sllacing. 

The burlap is ignited and allowed to burn out. Propagation is recorded. 

G. Okonite Vertical Test 

A line burner, with an output of 70,000 Btu/hour is positioned 

horizontally, facing the tray, with four cables spaced a half-cable 

diameter. The fuel is illuminating. gas. The flame is adjusted for a 

14 - 16 in. length and a flame temperaturel4000 F - l5000 F at point of 

impingement on the cable., Duration of flame is 20 minutes. Afterburn 

and propagation are recorded. 

It is obvious that these tests, which differ markedly, coupled with 

the other parameters as mentioned earlier, will make it difficult to 

establish a single, accepted, industry-wide test. 

VII. Investigations 

A. Oak Ridge 

The first method of cable tray fire protection which was 

checked during a visit to Oak Ridge by M. Plotkin, R. Young and J. Dietz 

involved a method developed at Oak Ridge and now in use on cable trays in 

the power building for the K-25 plant. It had been estimated that sprinkler 

f protection of cable trays, at that installati'od would cost in the hundreds 

of ' thousands of dollars due to the quantity and complexity of the installa

tion. It was found that vermiculite, in polyvinyl chloride bags, laid 

continuously on the cables, would act as a fire suppressant. Vermiculite 

is an inert hydrous mica which, upon heating, exfoliates and expands to 

many times its original volume. This expanded material is nonflammable 

and is supplied in different grades and sizes. Oak Ridge used the #3 

grade (fine) and in tests found that a bag of vermiculite laid on a cable 

tray in which an intense fire was established, would extinguish the fire 

in 5 seconds when the flames reached the bag. The bag melts and the fine, 

dry vermiculite spills out and smothers the flame. Documentation of these 

tests is available from Oak Ridge. 

Another significant fact that. was determined at Oak Ridge was 

that the orientation of cables in trays. determined, to a significant 

.,r-'-

f 
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degree, thecaJ?8.;b.i:lityto start.a prop'~gatAng fiz::e. Pieces of truck signal 

flares, cutto,b\1rn about.5,.min~t~~: we~~ '~gnited~~' the end 'of a cable . . ," " ," . , '" , .. . ~ ., 

tray. If the cables were ~eatly arranged p~rallel to ~acb.other, and 

closely spaced, a propagating fire wo~ld nc:>t start. If the cables were 

jumbled, allowing air flow between the cables, a propagating fire would 
': ; ~" -, 

start. Some tests we~e dOIleusing sprinklet heads over the tray in a 
'tf'~, 

multitier arrangement and 'it was found that the fire could outrun the 

sprinkler actuation. 

These tests ,were done on cont.rol cables with a plastic jacket 
. . 

in trays with closed bottoms. The installation has trays either 3 or 

4 ft in width and a vendor supplied bags of vermiculite, 3' X 4 t, with 

a 10 mil PVC plastic. The cost of the total installation was about 

one dollar per square foot of tray. 

In applying th1s method to the BNLinstallation, we had to look 

at several differences between the Oak Ridge setup and ours. At Oak Ridge, 

as at most nuclear plants and major industrial installati.ons, circuit 

integrity is very important. That is, in the event of ~ fire, control 

cables should not lose their electrical function for some period of time, 

perhaps up to 20 minutes to a half hour, once the fire is started. This 

allows time to shut down an installation. in a safe manner. This facto~ 

is not important in the BNL installation since there is no possibility of 

a radioactive spill and the systems are well protected against short cir

cuits and other electrical failures •. Another difference in the BNL 

facility is the use of ladder-bottom tr.ays. Although most control trays 

are heavily filled with cable and the vermiculite will not filter through 

the cables, some trays are lightly filled and it may be necessary to 

install sheet metal bottoms on these trays. A third difference is that, 

at OakRidge, the cables are run below their rated ampacities (current 

carrying capability commensurate with temperature rise). The addition 

of vermiculite bags directly on the cable reduces the ampacity due to 

the re~triction of air flow. If space permits, the bags may be spaced 

above the cables to allow proper air circulation. In the BNL installation, 

power cables are run at rated ampacity and could not stand the derating 
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required. In addition, the· trays are too closely "spaced to allow the 

bags to be spaced above the cables. Control'and·sigrial cables are run 

well below rated ampacity and· the vermiculite represents. a good solution 

to the fire protection problem. 

(As a result of this visit we will conduct tests on an assortment 

of all kinds of control, signal and minor power cables, in trays, simula

ting the configurations which exist in the AGS main ring and in the control , 
cable trays in the experimental areas. At the present'time, some preliminary 

tests show that #3 vermiculite in a5 mil pvc bag will protect, adequately, 

all our horizontal control cable trays. Vertical configurations will re

quire a different form of protection.) 

B. General Electric 

In the summer of 1971, General Electric Company conducted a 

seminar, at their New York office, on flame resistant cable insulations. 

Don Davis, AGS; John Dietz, Safety Office; Lewis Jacobson, PEP; and 

Me Plotkin attended this seminar. It was directed towards a new flame

retardant cable insulation, ''Flamenol XL." This is a cross-linked poly

vinyl chloride which is thermosetting. Various comparisons between 

,"p;lamenol XL" and other cable insulating materials were made. 
! 

One very significant test which was used was the Oxygen Index 

Test. In this test, a sample of insulating material is inserted in a 

glass chimney with a controlled atmosphere of oxygen-nitrogen. The per-
I 

centage of oxygen is adjusted so that a flame is just maintained. Since 

21% represents a normal atmospheric percentage of oxygen, a value of the 

Oxygen-Index (0.1.) of 25% or greater represents an essentially nonburning 

material. If the 0.1. is under 21%, it will burn quite readily. It must 

be emphasized that these tests are on the insulating material only, with

out the presence of a conductor. Figure 3 shows the relative 0.1. values 

for various materials. 

Some discu~sion was held on the methods of testing cables for 

flame propagation. The oil-soaked burlap vertical tray test was used. 

In this test, a "standard" piece of burlap is soaked in transformer oil, 

folded in a prescribed manner and is wired to the cables in the tray. 

It burns for 15 to 20 minutes. It serves to distinguish between propagating/ 

self-sustaining and nonpropagating/self-extinguishing cables~ 
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In January 1972, the GE plant in Bridgeport,C()nnecticut was 

visited and time was spent with . J. Rob~rtson whb,cfiis beeri conducting 

tests for GE. In his more recent efforts; he hasbe~naHeinpt~ng:t:o 
reproduce the results obtained by the Okonite Company, ih.thecable 

burning tests. These tests. involve ~ gas b';rnerashas beeh"descfibed. 

Robertson t s tests showed that there are stili 'tbo' many'v'arl.a.bles • These 

include type of gas, gasfld;, length of fi~me, 'temt>et-ature of· flame , 

etc. With a large enough, hot enough flame~ any otgani~;rilatefial will 

burn and there will be difficulty in reproducing tests from one manu

facturer to the next. 

In general, all results show that neoprene-jacketed cables, 

with the very high 0.1. of neoprene (> 25%) are self~extinguishing/non

propagating. 

Some further observations on GEt s workwUl ,be discussed in 

the $ection on the mEE meeting. 

C. Okonite Company 

On December 2, 1971, Don Davis and M.Plotkin visited the 

Okonite Company plant in Passaic, New Jersey to witness flame tests on 

cables. These were being conducted forrepreseritatives of the Washington, 

D.C. subway system, now under construction. The principal investigator 

at Okonite is F. McAvoy. 

The tests we witnessed in the morning,were made to show the 

difference between a PVC-polyethylene cable and neoprene-rubber cable. 

The first class of cable, tested vertically with a 70,000 Btu/hour bur-
o ner at 1500 F temperature, burned well above the source of flame and 

continued to burn after the burner was turned off. The neoprene-jacketed 

cable burned only about a foot above the burner flame and then self

extinguished, even with the burner on. The Okonite engineers stated that 

'it is the neoprene jacket which provides the protection. In neither 

test was there any damage to the cable more than an inch or two below 

where the burner flame impinged. 
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Frank McAvoy delivered a paper at the IEEE meeting in New York 

on January 31, 1972. This will be discussed later. 

D. Cerro Wire and Cable Company 

On December 16, 1971, W.G. Walker, AGS, and I visited the 

Cerro' Wire and Cable Company plant in New Haven, Connecticut. Although 

BNL does not have any Cerro cables in its installation, the Cerro staff 

were extremely helpful and informative. 

The Technical Director of Cerro, George Buettner, is very 

knowledgeable in the area of cable burning and is involved with the IEEE 

and other groups who are attempting to standardize cable tray fire tests. 

Several hours of discussion were held and again, it was stated that, with 

one exception, neoprene-jacketed cables would not propagate a flame. The 

one exception is a very special one: for certain military applications 

where flexibility is required from arctic temperatures to desert tempera

tures, large amounts of plasticizer are added to the neoprene. This may 

increase the flammability but no commercial cables are fabricated in 

this fashion. The material under the neoprene (butyl, EPR, etc.) may be 

flammable, but is protected by the neoprene which carbonizes, swells 

and subsequently protects the inner insulation. It was also stated that 

heavier inner conductors, 500 MCM vs control cable, improve the situation 

by carrying away the heat. 

In their lab, we witnessed tests on several different control 

cables. The tests were run vertically (worst case) under a hood, natural 
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draft, using a Fisher type burner. The PVC jacketed cables burned readily 

: ,a'l1d.;propa~atec;l"",the neoprene-:ojacketed cables just burned in the flame 

with.n.o· Pliopagation. 

In the C~rro catalog for flame retardant and radiation resis

tant ~ables,there'are fiv~ d'lfferent cables listed. TIlreeof these are 

n~oprene jacketed and pass'the "bucket fire propagation test" (horizontal 
, . """ 

tray withburhin'g 011 btickJ't)~ the Fisher burner test (vertical tray), 

theveitihal ring burner 't~;~t: (a ring burner surrounds a free hung ver

ticalwfre) and the oil-s'odked burlap test" (vertical). 

E. ,Anaconda 

On December 21, 1971,FrankHeimburger, AGS, and I visited the 

Anaconda Company cable plant in Marion, Indiana. Anaconda has received 

an order from·us for 50,000 ft of 535.3 MCM cable (neoprene jacket over 

EPIir~bberrfor u'se in the e~perimental' area'. Two of their engineers, 

Ted Hansen and F1oydWilson,~re doing many varieties of flame tests on 

, cables with' particular attention to Bureau of Mines tests which are more 

stringent than the IPCEA tests. 

TIley demonstrated many of these tests for us. The Bureau of 

Mines test consists of running the cable horizontally and passing enough 
-- " . 0 

,current through it to obtain a conductor temperature of 400 F. A Fisher 

burner is ignited under the cable and the specifications then require 

certain maximum propagation distances and burning times after flame is 

removed. TIlis is a severe test because the organic insulations are 

already heated to 4000F. This test is included in Schedule 2G approved 

March 19, 1968, entitled '~1ectric Motor-Driven Mine Equipment and 

Accessories." It is issued by the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau 

of Mines. Section 18.64 outlines the applicable specifications. 

Other tests demonstrated included a vertical test with a 

paper flag taped on a prescribed distance above the flame of a Bunsen 

burner. TIle flame is then turned on 15 seconds, off 15 seconds for a 

given number of cycles ~ The paper is not supposed to burn. With neoprene 

or Hypalon, the paper generally doesn't. burn even if the flame is con

tinuous. 
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Hypalon (a duPont trade.name for chlorosulfonated polyethylene) 

is being used by Anaconda as a jacketing material· and also as a single 

combined jacket insulation material. In addition to quoting neoprene 

jB:cketed~ EPR insulated cable for our order~ they quoted Hypalon over 

EPR and an all Hypalon covering~ both at lower cost. They are quite sold 

on Hypalon and feel that it is slightly bett~r than.neopr~ne for flame 

retardant properties and equal in various mechanical properties such as 

abrasion and tear resistance. Its application at Brookhaven may be 

limited by the fact that the stiffness of Hypalon rises rapidly as the 

temperature is reduced. Since much of our cable is used outdoors, the 

loss Of flexibility would present a problem. 

F. Bureau of Mines 

During my visit to Anaconda, I was given the names of the people 

at the Bureau of Mines in Pittsburg who conduct the tests on cables. 

Frank Lee is the engineer and his chief is Frank Gibson. On January 4, 

1972, I called Lee and spoke to him about burning of cables. I wanted 

to get information on their tests and test results. Lee told me that 

some neoprene pass their test and others do not, but he also said this 

is a matter of degree since their test is very stringent with regard to 

time of burning after flame is removed and to distance of propagation along 

the cable. 

After describing our requirements, he indicated that the neoprene

jacketed cables would meet our needs and in talking about 500 MCM and 1000 

MCM cables, stated that a flame on these made the equivalent of a "vaccina

tion mark" and that's about all. 

G. Belden Wire & Cable 

R. Spade was contacted by phone at Belden. He has done a lot 

of testing, but not on large diameter cables. He confirmed the capability 

of neoprene-jacketed cables to prevent flame propagation. He gave me 

information about a paper presented in Connecticut by D. McCormack of 

duPont. This paper described the properties of neoprene and Hypalon. 

;---
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H. duPont 
.. ~ ,". ','-.," 

Char les McCorlJlas:1.c of duPpnt ~~.~;, contacted a.n.d he sent a copy 

of· his. paper entit~ed "Neoprene and Hypalc;m-FlameResistance and Thermal 
'. ' '~'. " - , 

Decomposition. tt The paper. stresses .. the flC'lPle resi~tance of these com-

pound.s ancl the wide u~e. wbi<:l1 has. bee.J?Wl~e of. it in many applications. 

He indicates the high value of 0.1. readily attainable with neoprene 

(> 27%) and ascribes this high value to the fact:. that., in chlorinate 

po!ytilers, the hydrogen chloride released during thermal decomposition 

tnQdifies the chemical ,reactions occurring i tl the flame. Very often, 

. calcium carbopate is added as a filler to neutralize some" of the hydro

gep;,~1:doride t:e~eased,but ,Table II. itl h;,s report .still spows OeI. values 

>28%. 

I. 

.Thewriter attended the IEEE meeting at the Statler-Hilton 

.•. ··llotel,.New York City. A paper was presented by F. McAvoy ·of Okonite 

.. '. c,Q1l\pany, on cableflame tests. AlthoUgh ih.1sfacility in New Jersey was 

visited several months prior, some of the information presented was new. 

Cables were tested in a closed bottom tray with a closed top. 

The tray was in the form of a "U" with a flat bottom, a 2 £t radius curve 

. and vertical sides. Cables in one of the vertical sides was treated 

with "Flamemastic", a cormnercially available flame resistant coating for 

cables. The cables were control cables and power cables with EPR 

and neoprene on individual conductors and neoprene jacket on the control 

cables and neoprene over EPRon the power cables. 

The fire was initiated by heating the bottom of the tray and 

the cable burned very well for ~ 3~ hours. (The flame was kept on for 

~ 20 minutes.) The "Flamem8.stic" was severely attacked but did stop the 

flame. With a closed bottom tray and a louvred cover, another test in-

dicated similar damage but the actual fire was more severe and the burning 

damage occurred in about l~ hours. Again, the "Flamemastic" stopped the 

spread of the fire. 

The paper was followed by a discussion period with the major 

comment being a presentation by Robertson of GE, complete with slides. 
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This more or less was the same presented to me during my visit to Bridge

port on January 26. It dealt with the difficulty' of establishing a 

"standard" test such as expressed by McAvoy. Such factors as gas com

position, gas flow, flame temperatures, flame length, etc. make it 

extremely difficult to reproduce data from one lab to another. 

J. "Flamemastic" 

"Flamemastic 7l"is a fire protective coating for cables made 

by the Dyna-Therm Corporation. This material has been tested by the 

Factory Mutual Research Corporation. Tests were conducted on cables 

with aluminum conductor 2/0 size. The insulation was cross-linked poly

ethylene and some 15 kV rated cables were jacketed with polyvinyl 

chloride. The conclusions from their report dated July 22, 1970, en

titled "Flamemastic 71A from the Dyna-Therm Corporation" are quoted as 

follows: 

"1. The tests show that a 1/16 inch coating of Flamemastic 

71A on randomly grouped cables in a cable tray will not cause 

the cables to heat excessively when operated in accordance with 

the current limitations specified by the National Electrical 

Code for such conditions. 

2. The fire test shows that a self-spreading fire will 

not o.ccur in cables of the type employed in this test when in

stalled in either horizontal or vertical cable trays and are 

coated with 1/16 inch of Flamernastic 71A and exposed by a fire 

of moderate intensity. 

3. Flamemastic 71A complies with Factory Mutual require

ments and is approved for. the protection of grouped combustible 

insulated cables against a self-spreading fire originating with

in the cables or from exposure to an external ignition source 

of moderate intenSity." 

This, or similar materials, can be used to protect portions of our 

cable systems where there is ready accessibility for application of the 

coating. 
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VIII. Tests Performed atBNL 

Because of the variety and complexity of the tests which are used 

in different plac~s, it was decided to adopt a test'p~ocedure which :would 

represent a severe,' case. "For example, the IPCEAcalls for a 15 second 

test five times with a Tirrell burner. Another test calls for a Fisher 

burner test for 20 minutes. By adopting a test using two Fisher burners 

for periods of time up to 30 or more minutes, a much more severe thermal 

environment can be created. No tests were performed using electrical 

current as a conductor heating source since our maximum conductor opera-
" 0 

ting temperature is only 150 F. 

For the first tests, a Tirrell burner was mounted on a 300 stand 

(30
0 

to the vertical) and the fuel was acetylene. The acetylene pro

vides a very large value of Btulft3 • The setup was installed in a hood 

with transite sides and a glass door. ' Becausepfventilation and smoke 

problems in the room, the exhaust fan in the hood was turned on for all 

tests. This provides a measure of forced draft which may make the test 

more severe. 

For the first series of tests, color polaroid pictures were taken. 

Subsequent tests used conventional photography, making copies and slides 

easier to obtain. Since the results 'on all single neoprene-jacketed 

cables were similar, no photographs are included for these tests. Photo

graphs of the tests on a multiple arrangement of neoprene and cross

linked polyethylene jacketed cables are shown. 

A 3 ft section of 12 in. ladder tray was used. It can be set up 

yertically or horizontally. The cable, or cables, to be tested are 

wired into position in the tray. Three foot samples of each type of 

535.3 MCM and 1000 MCM cable used in the experimental areas were procured 

for these tests. The first set of tests was done on the following 

individual cables used in the experimental areas. These represent all 

ins ta 1led types. 

1. 
o 

Rome Cable Company - Type RHW 600 V 75 C neoprene 

jacket, code rubber insulation, 1000 MCM. 
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2. General Electric - neoprene over'53S.3 MCM. 

3. General Cable Company - neoprene over EPR, 535.3'MCM. 

4. Rome Cable Company - neoprene over EPR,. 535.3 MCM. 

5. Okonite Cable - X-olene RHH-90oC or RHW-75 0C 600 V, 

cross-linked polyethylene. 

6. Multiconductor cable. 

Test Results 

A. Cable 1 - Rome - 1000 MCM 

a.Burn time - 15 minutes 

b. Afterburn - zero (some smoldering, no flame) 

c. Length of burned area - 9% in. 

d. The back of the cable insulation at the point of 

contact of the flame was not burned. 

B. Cable 2 - GE - 535.3 MCM 

a. Burn time - 15 minutes 

b. Afterburn - zero (some smoldering, no flame) 

c. Length of burned area - 11 in. 

d. The back of the cable insu la tion. at the point of 

contact on the flame was not burned. 

C. Cable 3 - General Cable ~ 535.3 MCM 

a. Burn time - 15 minutes 

b. Afterburn - zero (some smoldering, no flame) 

c. Length of burned area - 8 in. 

d. No burning on back of cable. 

D. Cable 4 - Rome - 535.3 MCM 

a. Burn time - 15 minutes 

b. Afterburn - 17 seconds (very little smoldering) 

c. Length of burned area - 7% in. 

d. No burning on back of cable. 
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~,~ lOOO.HCM Cross-Linked Polyethylene 

',;,:'.:' -ordinary cross-linked polyethylene insulat;:ed' cables, in 

sinall sizes ,.represent a potential fire hazard ..Information obtained 

.::from··variouscable .manufacturersindicated tha.t. th~ heat sinking of 

lOOO:HCM. c(jnductiors would make a substantial difference in the burning 

properties of cables. For this reason, an extenciedseries of tests 

:were:cond'ucted~t\BNL.todetermine the behavior'9f theBNL cables as 

dnst.dled, a tripie'X arrangement horizontally atld a flat arrangement 

vertieallY. 

1. Single Cond~ctor Vertical 

The first test was conducted on a three foot section 

of Okonite 1000 MCH cable . mounted vertically in the center of 

a,12-in~ tray. A Tirrell burner using acetylene was set up 

to apply a flame at a 300 angle to the cab·le. The tests were 

done in: a transite-sided hood with the e~aust fan on. After 

tenmiilutes of burning, there was some burning on the cable 

beloW the ignition flame due to the melting insulation running 

down,thecab1e. The burning above the ignition s,ource had 

. almost stopped. At 14 minutes into the test, burning above 

the,ignition source had stopped, completely. Some burning 

below the ignition source was stHl evident. The ignition 

source was removed after 15 minutes. The afterburn above the 

flame point was zero. The afterburn bel,owthe flame point was 

a very small fire which persisted for 80 seconds. The burned 

length of cable, above the flame, was 14 in. - 15 in. Below 

the flame point, the outer surface of the cable showed some 

scarring where the burning melt had run. 

2. Triplex Horizontal - First Test 

Three Okonite 1000 HCM cables were arranged in a triplex 

'" centered in the horizontal tray. A single Tirrell burner, using 
. 0 

acetylene, was positioned to hit the triplex at a 30 angle. 

The tip of the burner was 3 in. from the bottom of the cable. 
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At two minutes into the test, burning drips began. 

By eight minutes into the test, the dripping had stopped and 

no further burning was taking place in the region of the 

ignition source. Some surface burning was occurring on one 

side of the cable. The test was ended after 15 minutes. 

The afterburn time at the ignition source was zero. ·Surface 

burning pfa very small flame continued for five minutes and 

affected a surface length of 4 in. on one side. Theburned 

length (down to the copper) was about 6 in. at the pOint of 

application of the ignition source. 

3. Triplex Horizontal - Second Test 

With a similar setup to test B, two Tirrell burners 

were used with the tips about 2~ in. from the cables. The 

two burners were positioned to strike the same side of the 

triplex about 1 in. apart.· At seven minutes into the test, 

the gas tank was emptied and the test was stopped. An after

burn time of about one minute of a very small flame was ob

served. Large amounts of soot were deposited on the cable. 

Twelve to fifteen minutes later, the test was restarted in 

the same spot. After 20 more minutes, the flame was removed. 

The afterburn time on one side was 3 minutes, 50 seconds, 

and on the other, 6 minutes, 50 seconds. The burners had 

deposited soot due to improper combustion and these tests were 

repeated. 

4. Test on Array of Two 535.3 MCM Neoprene Cables and 

One 1000 MCM Cross-Linked Polyethylene Cable 

Three cables were set up in a vertical tray. These 

were cables of the same type as cables,3 and 4 in Section VII, 

with a cross-linked polyethylene 1000 ~CM cable in the center 

and the 535.3 cables on each side. The cables were arranged 

with a half-diameter spacing starting at a point about 6 in. 

above the point of impingement of the flame. Below this point, 

they were touching. With this configuration, the cables 
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could be uniformly heated by two burners but sti.ll provided 
, ~. :.':. ~ ... :~:. :~·;,~·l.\·:·· ~··· ... :·<{'Ji:'. ,:;':~·.':z, ~':,>;<> .. >,<,<,;-~,<> :::,/', >rr, hL~c_i·,., .~; '·'_~.:';~~i~ ".'»} ·t~.:::~·~" .': 

,the possibility ofchimneyeffec6r wh'ere they "s'eparated. 
".:;", -' .. ~.~.>.~/~ -~:'-:"'~ :.:.;',.;',:.;-' (.:~. · .. :.·:~~·:~~'··;:'-';"'1.{···~· .:H-;"::" f.;'~·~'· ·;3V:::-:; :"':'-'·0 . 

For this, testtw() Fisher bu:rners, wit,h pro}>anea's the fuel, 

'wer~used~ 'The burn~~s' w'~~~- P~~iti~ed ~to-~'i~}ike' 'at the 

points wilere th~'cabie'~'touched. <Figures 5; '~: :10. 

b. 

c. " 

~" .' 

Afterburn - 1000 McM - 1 minute, 30 se,conds 

Cable 3 - 0 

"cabi~;4 <> 
." .:' 

Length of burn- lOOO MCM - 12-:l.ri:' 

Cable;) '- 8~in. ' 

'Cab Ie 'if-, -7~'in. ' 

5. RepeatofTe~;t -'triplex ll()~i~ontai - Third Test 
.. ", . .: '"." , ",,' ~. '.~: . .., . 

. ....:. '. 

:" At,riPl~xwas set utfhorizontally, , c,ente1:'ed in a 

12'-in, .tray" .TwoFiSlterb,urn~rs ,with propane fuel were 
,'. , " .. :. - ",' ..... ," -

a~range4 to sttike the triplex.£rom bOt:J:\ sides. The burn 
. . ...~.. , .. " '., '. . . 

time was 20., minut~s •. ' The a~terburn time. was 3 seconds.. The 

length of burned cable was 7 in. and 7~,in. on the bottom 

two cables and 5 in. on the top cable. Figures 11 - 18. 

6. Triplex,Horizontal - Fourth Test - Effect of Burning 

. Drippings 

The setup of test Swas used with the burners moved 

nearer one end to an undamaged sectionof'cable. Three one 

foot lengths .of1000 MCMX;..olene were placed side by side' 

directly underneath the triplex where the burners were applied. 

The distance from the bottOm of the triplex to the top of the 

'three one foot pieces of cable was6~ in. The test was 

startecl and. the burning drippings were landing on the lower 

cables. At intervals of 5, 10, and 15 minutes into the test, 

theiow!!rcab.leswere:examined. At each time, the drippings 

,,~ere.still burn~ng o~the: . lower cables but the cable insulation 

'-itselfwas:uriaftec:ted. ,At 20.minu~es, the ignition source WI:I-S 

t-emoved.Tile dripping hadaireadyst9.ppedand no flame or 
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-; '. " 

damage was noted onJ~he l~~r cf~~~s other;.~,~an a b~ildup 

of residue from ,the drippings. On, the triplex, th~ after-
.,.~. • .;~; • .' < '. t.:., ,., _ : ' .... .' ,:' . " ~. :'. ' . . , 

burn time was 80 seconds on the side neares.t the first burn 
. - ': l ~ . 

test (Test E). There was zero afterburn time on the other 

side. The lengths of the burned areas on the triplex were 

7 in. and 7~ in. on the lower cables' and 3 in. - 4 in. on 

the top cable. 

7. Three 1000 MCM Cross-Linked Polyethylene Cables 

'Side by Side 

Three 3 ft lengths of Okonite 1000 MCM cross-linked 

polyethylene cables were arranged vertically. Two of the 

cables, the left and center, were touching for the full 

length. The third cable, the rigbt one, was spaced about 

one half a cable diameter except at the point of flame 

impingement where it was bent to touch the center cable. 

The two Fisher burners with propane fuel, were positioned 

to strike the cables where the outer cables touched the 

center cable. 

During the test, burning material wouid periodically 

roll down the cable' below the ignition point. These flames 

were about the intensity of a match fl~me. They would 

, appear then go out, then reappear. ,At 15 minutes into the 

test, all yellow flame above the ignition source disappeared 

and no further burning took place dur~rg.the test. The test 

was terminated at 35 minutes • There wk:ls no afterburn above 

the ignition source and a 3 minute afterburn near the bottom 

of the center cable with an intensity less than a match 

flame. 

The area of severe damage totaled 9 in. - 10 in. on 

all three cables. The left hand cable showed some puckering 

for another 3 in. The center cable shbwed some puckering for 

another 4 in. - 5 in. In the space between the right and 

center cables, some minor damage was shown for 4 in. - 5 in. 

above the severe damage region on both; cables. Figures 19 - 28. 
I 
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F. Test's; on MulticonductorCables 

). A four}bcindu'~tor cabl~' procured on Spec. AGS"581!'~as tested 

vertically and horizoritallY. The c~nductor insulation i~ PVC;with'a 

nylon jacket. There is a mylar blpe wrap artda PVCotitet j'acke.t. 

Thi.s specification requires the follO'Wing: 

"Conductor Insulation: Flame retardant'!I'0~sture 

resistant polyvinyl chloride. 

S4~ath •.. Flame retardant, moisture resistant, 

abrasion redstant polyvinyl chlor.ide, co~ored black: 

Vertical flame tests on thecomple.ted pri~ry.~pn

ductorwith the nylon jacket in place shall. also ,be inc.luded 

.folJowit;lg.the procedures in IPCEA StandardS-6l-402, Part 6.5." 

A short· length of cable was positioned horizontally with 

two Fisher burners hitting it, one from each side. Afte~ about fifteen 

minutes, there was no more burning of combustible mater.ial taking place. 

There was no afterburn and the burn length was Sin. 

Two, 3 ft lengths of cable were arranged vertically, spaced 

about a half-diameter. Two fish~r burn~rs hit the cables from the 

front. At 4-3/4 minutes into the test, the cable stopped burning above 

the flame. Only some small yellow flames were still present below the 

point of impingement of the ignition source. At seven minutes, this 

too, disappeared but reappeared at sl./ minutes. This is due to the con

tinued heating of the copper. At ten minutes, the test was'halted; the 

afterburn time was 22 seconds, all below the ignition point. The burn 

damage length was 17 in. 

IX. General Observations and Conclusions 

As a result of the preceding tests, discussions and investigations, 

a general set of observations arid conclusions can be presented. 

1. A cable or group of cab les which does not propagate a flame 

in a vertical direction will not propagate a flame in a horizontal direc

tion. (This is the experience of all manufacturers and BNL tests.) 
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("'I 
2. A tray that is heavily loaded with cables will not support a ' J 

PfopagCiting, fire as readily as one that is lightly, loacied with spac;:es 

between cables. (GE~ Cerro, Okonite and Anaconda use 3 or 4 cables 

. spaced Oll half-diameter as the most severe test.) 

3. A tray neatly loaded with touching» parallel cables will not 

propagate a fire as readi ly as one in which the cab les are jumb led. (Oak 

Ridge experience.) 

4. The size of the conductor has a strong affect on the flame 

properties of the cable. A large diameter conductor may heat sink 

enough to prevent a propagating fire with an insulation which will 

propagate in small diameter cables. (Based on BNL tests and discussions 

with cabl~ manufacturers.) 

5. Ina fire which is hot enough and large enough, any organic 

material will burn. Some will propagate beyond the ignition source, 

othets will not depending on many factors. 

6. The details of the ignition source playa very-important role 

in the results of any type of test. (GE and Okonite tests.) (Ref. 8, 10, 18). 

7. Neoprene, Hypalon» cross-linked polyvinyl chloride, inor

ganically insulated, silicone insulated and certain filled plastic 

materials will not, in general, propagate a fire. (Ref. 1, 3, 8). 

8. Under certain conditions, with large copper conductor heat 

sinkings, cross-linked polyethylene insulated cables will not propagate 

a fire. (BNL tests.) 

9. Cable coating compounds are available which will, convert a 

propagating material into a nonpropagating one. (Ref. 6) 

10. Trays should not be covered, top and bottom, if any fire potential 

exists. (Ref. 18) 

11. Vermiculite filled bags can act as an effective fire protec~ 

tion or flame barrier device. (Oak Ridge tests.) 
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x. . Ignition Sources. and Potential for Fire 

··A general description of the hazards in the experimental buildings 

is given below 0 This description is taken from thed6cument prepared by 

BNL, ''Fire Safety Crlteria Exemption Request," Jan.uary 1971. 

"The AGS target building complex is composed of a single 

fire area with 3 main sections of 25,0'0'0', 56,0'0'0' and 56,0'0'0' 

sq. ft resp~~tive1y. The structure is unprotected steel framing· 

with aluminum sandwich panel walls and a metal deck built-up 

roof.; It is single story with a concrete floor at approximately 

grade level 'and a height of 52 ft to the lower chord of the 

truss and 60 ft to the peak of the roof. The/building meets 

the requirements of 'Noncombustible Construction' per NFPA 220'. 

The roofs were designed toBNLfire and safe.ty specifications, 

and foll~ing the CEA incident, cores were taken from the roofs 

and tested .in the Factory Mutual laboratory's calorimeter. The 

roof.on the original 25,0'00' sq. ft section is Factory Mutual 

Class 2 and the roofs in the other two sections Factory Mutual 

Class 1. The walls are constructed of two sheets of corrugated 

aluminum with noncombustible insulation and noncombustible vapor 

barrier sandwiched be.tween. The building is protected by an 

automatic fire alarm and detection system utilizing combination 

FT/RR detectors on the underside of the roof -- all in accor

dance withBNL.Fire and Safety Standard No. land NFPA 72D. 

This system is connected to a Central Station in the BNL Fire 

House. The building is equipped with a continuous sampling 

combustible gas system located on the underside of the roof and 

calibrated to alarm and to automatically start high volume ex

haustfans located along the peak of the roof, sized to provide 

a three minute air change throughout the entire volume of the 

building. The facility is in substantial agreement with the 

provisions of TID 23992 'Safety Guidelines for High Energy 

Accelerator Facilities-l967.' 

The occupancy of the building is as an experimental hall 

in which apparatus such as liquid hydrogen-filled targets, 
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Cerenkov counters, spark chamber arrays, beam magnet~, etc. 

,are located. A large. portion of the area is occupied by 

equipment supporting these experiments including a number of 

house-type trailers, power. supplies, miscellaneous electronic 

equipment, etc. The particle beams from the particle accelera

tor are directed through this building into the various pieces 

of experimental apparatus. In many cases, the beams are 

shielded with high density concrete block shields. 

The principal fire hazards are the liq~id hydrogen used in 

experiments, flammable liquids occasionally used in experiments, 

the trailers, and combustible materials used for enclosures 

around experiments, stairways, platforms, etc. 

The most serious credible accident would be that of an 

explosion resulting from a release of hydrogen within the 

building. The maximum quantity of liquid hydrogen subject to 

a single accident is in the 75 liter supply dewars. This, of 

course, is not a sufficient quantity to produce a combustible 

mixture tliroughout the bUilding, but if ignited in the flam

mable range would be expected to produce damage in a limited 

area. A CEA-type explosion (with similar structural damage) 

appears remote ••• in addition to the hazard being limited to 

smaller quantities, the liquid hydrogen is used at substantially 

·lower operating pressures in the apparatus located within the 

building (liquid hydrogen bubble chambers are located in other 

areas). Fire hazards, as noted above, are present but there 

seems to be no credible mechanism. for spreading a fire starting 

in any piece of apparatus or equipment throughout the facility. 

The most serious damage that would be expected therefore, would 

result in high temperatures affecting the strength of the ex

posed steel above the fire, possibly collapsing the structure 

and involving on, two, or possibly three of the 25 ft bays. 

The consequencesof the credible accidents postulated would 

. be principally limited to the dollar damage to the equipment 
I 

and to the building involved. There is no foreseeable damage 
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to the, accelerator itself, so that experiments being conduc

ted,i~ , othe1:~:!bui ldings f wou ld >not, ,be interrupted.. '1:;, 
:-·~·.;":,,·->,:~.;.{r :"t~··. t~,~:···~ ~",: .. ~., _.f ... ~: .. -,;'" ",,_" ", 

(At' the 'present ; time; "quahtitiesof 'hydrogen, 'greater than the 75 

liters mentioned in the report, may be pres.ant iri'thebuilaings~) 

Ina letter to the Labor:~tory, J'~~y, 2~, 1971, theAEC agreed that 

no exemption was needed subject to the"f~ii~ing ~onditions: 

1. Automatic sprinkler protection for all cabl,e trays with-
:.~~ - , . -

in the building, including wall-mounted trays and those within 

, trench~s. 
.'" . 

2. LOcal automatic spri~klers,mounted above all trailers 

;,and alt high ha~ard experim~ntal~quipmentwithin the building • 
. , "., I .• '. ,". • ••• "." • ," - : :, 

3. Automatic Halon 1301 systems within all trailers • 

'4. Removal of significantsoorces of unprotected combustible 

materials from the Experimental Buildings. 

5. Upgrading of the waterctirtain between the East Experi

mental Building and the Addition,. 

The conditions 2, 3 and 4 are all in process. At the time of the 

original exetnption request, no investigation had been made into actual 

potential for fire in the cables and cable trays. If the conditions 2 

through' 4 are complied with, the major remaining ignition source is a 

, cable failure or short circuit. With our fast acting circuit breakers 

on all large circuits, the energy is not available to start a large cable 

,fire with cables having a nonpropagating/sel£-extinguishing jacket. 

On control and ,signal cables, vermiculite will provide continuous pro

tection for any type of ignition source. If a fire is generated by a 

~jor hydrogen spill as described in the exemption request quoted above, 

the cables will ,add a small amount of additional fuel in the direct 

vicinity of the fire but, protected as described, will not propagate a 

fire to previously unaffected areas. 

Since the cable trays do not present a fire hazard and if conditions 

2, 3 and 4 are fulfilled, there is ,no longer a requirement for an improved 
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water curtain between the East Buildingand'EEBA. ' The large sO'urces O'f. 

fuel which could contribute to' a,majO'r fire wi1~be prO'tected O'r will be 
. ~ - . 

removed frO'm the area. 

, XI. PrO'PO'sed PrO'tection Schemes 

Based upon the preceding infO'rmatiO'n, the fO'llowing prO'tectiO'n 

schemes are prO'PO'sed. 

1. FO'r neO'prene-jacketed cables, nO' prO'tectiO'n is requi~ed since 

a prO'pagating fire will nO't be maintained. This cO'vers all 535.3 MCM 

cable.in secondary ac distributiO'n anddc distributiO'n in trays, trenches 

and O'n theflO'or. This alsO' applies to' the 1000 MCM neO'prene-jacketed 

cables in wall mounted trays. 

2. ''Flamemastic,'' O'r similar cO'mpO'unds may be used to' prO'tect 

cables in special areas, if necessary. 

3. HO'rizO'ntal trays cO'ntaining cO'ntrO'l and signal cables will be 

prO'tected with vermiculite bags. 

4. In some special areas where large amO'unts O'fcO'ntrO'l and/O'r 

signal cables are in vertical trays, sprinkler prO'tectiO'n will be prO'vided. 

This situatiO'n prevails near the cO'mputer complex. 

5. The hO'rizO'ntal trays carrying the 1000 MCM crO'ss-linked PO'ly

ethylene triplex cables dO' nO't require O'verall fire prO'tectiO'n due to' 

the difficulty O'f initiating a prO'pagating fire. At intervals, (perhaps 

at. each cO'lumn lO'cation, a 25 ft spacing), fire stO'PS, cO'nsisting O'f a 

vermiculite bag, will be placed in each tray. These will be 18 in. - 24 in. 

in length and abO'ttom cO'ver will be attached to' each tray for a length O'f 

about 36 in. to retain the vermiculite. These bags will break up the 

cable trays, very effectively, intO' 2S ft zO'nes. Tests are underway to' 

ensure that nO' cable hO't SPO'ts develO'P. 

Since the burning drippings frO'm O'ne set O'f cables will nO't 

ignite the set below, nO' cO'vers are required O'n the trays. A "drip pan" 

will be installed beneath the bO'ttO'm tray to' prevent burning drippings 

frO'm igniting cO'mbustible materials at the floO'r level un~erneath the 

trays. 
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6. The following conditions referred to~ :in the exemption 1;'equest 

report, will be complied with: 

a. Halon 1301 protection inside trailers 

b. Sp:dnk1er ,protection on ()t1tside of trailers 

c. Local sprinkler protectiort'of hazardous e'xperimental 
..". . . ' .. " .' 

equipment. 

MP:peh 

Dbtr. : AD S&P, AEC 
CERN 
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